






🪠 Art Snack: Anna Von Mertens and 
the cosmic emojis

Anna Von Mertens draws emojis in colored pencil on black paper. She was surprised at how 
detailed they are, blown up on a phone: The toilet plunger is glossy, and the paper clip has a 
metallic sheen. 

The latest: Her work is on display at Elizabeth Leach Gallery through April 27, in two sections. 

• In "100 Emojis," Von Mertens drew emojis over and over, in patterns taken from quilting. 

• In "Remnants," Von Mertens placed jewelry on light-sensitive paper and used 
metallic gold and silver pencils loved by middle schoolers to craft drawings. 

https://annavonmertens.com/
https://www.elizabethleach.com/f-von-mertens-elements-objects
https://annavonmertens.com/portfolio/objects-100-emojis/
https://annavonmertens.com/portfolio/remnants/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/prismacolor-premier-colored-pencils/


Zoom in: "Remnants" is meant to capture the formation of elements in exploding stars. 

• It all relates to hero-scientist Henrietta Leavitt who worked at the Harvard College 
Observatory as a pioneer measuring the brightness of stars. 

Between the lines: Both series were inspired by Von Mertens's middle-school-aged daughter, 
who loves her phone and colored pens. 

If you go: Tell us which series you're most drawn to. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henrietta_Swan_Leavitt
https://www.radcliffe.harvard.edu/news-and-ideas/radcliffe-institute-at-harvard-presents-an-exhibition-and-publication-by-anna-von-mertens-that-stitch-together-past-and-present-science-and-arthttps://www.radcliffe.harvard.edu/news-and-ideas/radcliffe-institute-at-harvard-presents-an-exhibition-and-publication-by-anna-von-mertens-that-stitch-together-past-and-present-science-and-art


The MIT Press announces Grant Program for 
Diverse Voices recipients for 2024
From a scholarly monograph on Haitian language to a feminist 
history of social media photography, grant recipients bring new 
perspectives to the world through the MIT Press.

Jessica Pellien | MIT Press
February 28, 2024

Launched in 2021, the Grant Program for Diverse Voices from the MIT Press provides 
direct support for new work by authors who bring excluded or chronically 

https://mitpress.mit.edu/give-to-the-mit-press/fund-diverse-voices/grant-program-diverse-voices/
https://mitpress.mit.edu/


underrepresented perspectives to the fields in which the press publishes, which include 
the sciences, arts, and humanities.

Recipients are selected after submitting a book proposal and completing a successful 
peer review. Grants can support a variety of needs, including research travel, copyright 
permission fees, parental/family care, developmental editing, and other costs 
associated with the research and writing process. 

For 2024, the press will support five projects, including “Our Own Language: The Power 
of Kreyòl and Other Native Languages for Liberation and Justice in Haiti and 
Beyond,” by MIT professor of linguistics Michel DeGraff. The book will provide a much-
needed reassessment of what learning might look like in Kreyòl-based, as opposed to 
French-language, classrooms in Haiti. 

Additionally, Kimberly Juanita Brown has been selected for “Black Elegies,” which will 
be the second book in the “On Seeing” series, which is published in simultaneous print 
and expanded digital formats. Brown says, “I am thrilled to be a recipient of the Grant 
Program for Diverse Voices. This award is an investment in the work that we do; work 
that responds to sites of inquiry that deserve illumination.”

“The recipients of this year’s grant program have produced exceptional proposals that 
surface new ideas, voices, and perspectives within their respective fields,” says Amy 
Brand, director and publisher, the MIT Press. “We are proud to lend our support and 
look forward to publishing these works in the near future.”

Recipients for 2024 include: 

“Black Elegies,” by Kimberly Juanita Brown

“Black Elegies” explores the art of mourning in contemporary cultural productions. 
Structured around the sensorial, the book moves through sight, sound, and touch in 
order to complicate what Okwui Enwezor calls the “national emergency of black grief.” 



Using fiction, photography, music, film, and poetry, “Black Elegies” delves into 
explorations of mourning that take into account the multiple losses sustained by black 
subjects, from forced migration and enslavement to bodily violations, imprisonment, and 
death. “Black Elegies” is in the “On Seeing” series and will be published in collaboration 
with Brown University Digital Publications.

Kimberly Juanita Brown is the inaugural director of the Institute for Black Intellectual and 
Cultural Life at Dartmouth College, where she is also an associate professor of English 
and creative writing. She is the author of “The Repeating Body: Slavery's Visual 
Resonance in the Contemporary” and “Mortevivum.”

“Our Own Language: The Power of Kreyòl and Other Native Languages for 
Liberation and Justice in Haiti and Beyond,” by Michel DeGraff

Kreyòl is the only language spoken by all Haitians in Haiti. Yet, most schoolchildren in 
Haiti are still being taught with manuals written in a language they do not speak — 
French. DeGraff challenges and corrects the assumptions and errors in the linguistics 
discipline that regard Creole languages as inferior, and puts forth what learning might 
look like in Kreyòl-based classrooms in Haiti. Published in a dual-language edition,“Our 
Own Language” will use Haiti and Kreyòl as a case study of linguistic and educational 
justice for human rights, liberation, sovereignty, and nation building.

Michel DeGraff is an MIT professor of linguistics, co-founder and co-director of the MIT-
Haiti Initiative, founding member of Akademi Kreyòl Ayisyen, and in 2022 was named a 
fellow of the Linguistic Society of America. 

“Glitchy Vision: A Feminist History of the Social Photo,” by Amanda K. Greene

“Glitchy Vision” examines how new photographic social media cultures can change 
human bodies through the glitches they introduce into quotidian habits of feeling and 
seeing. Focusing on glitchiness provides new, needed vantages on the familiar by 
troubling the typical trajectories of bodies and technologies. Greene’s research operates 

https://mitpress.mit.edu/series/on-seeing/
https://english.dartmouth.edu/people/kimberly-juanita-brown
https://mitpress.mit.edu/9780262547642/mortevivum/
https://linguistics.mit.edu/user/degraff/


at the nexus of visual culture, digital studies, and the health humanities, attending 
especially to the relationship between new media and chronic pain and vulnerability. 
Shining a light on an underserved area of analysis, her scholarship focuses on how 
illness, pain, and disability are encountered and “read” in everyday life.

Amanda Greene is a researcher at the Center for Bioethics and Social Sciences in 
Medicine at the University of Michigan.

“Data by Design: A Counterhistory of Data Visualization, 1789-1900,” by Silas 
Munro, et al.

“Data by Design: A Counterhistory of Data Visualization, 1789-1900” excavates the 
hidden history of data visualization through evocative argument and bold visual detail. 
Developed by the project team of Lauren F. Klein with Tanvi Sharma, Jay Varner, 
Nicholas Yang, Dan Jutan, Jianing Fu, Anna Mola, Zhou Fang, Marguerite Adams, 
Shiyao Li, Yang Li, and Silas Munro, “Data by Design” is both an interactive website and 
a lavishly illustrated book expertly adapted for print by Munro. The project interweaves 
cultural-critical analyses of historical visualization examples, culled from archival 
research, with new visualizations. 

Silas Munro is founder of the LGBTQ+ and BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and people of 
color)-owned graphic design studio Polymode, based in Los Angeles and Raleigh, North 
Carolina. Munro is faculty co-chair for the Museum of Fine Arts Program in Graphic 
Design at the Vermont College of Fine Arts.

“Attention is Discovery: The Life and Work of Henrietta Leavitt,” by Anna Von 
Mertens

“Attention is Discovery” is a layered portrait of Henrietta Leavitt, the woman who laid the 
foundation for modern cosmology. Through her attentive study of the two-dimensional 
surface of thousands of glass plates, Leavitt revealed a way to calculate the distance to 
faraway stars and envision a previously inconceivable three-dimensional universe. In 

https://www.amandakgreene.com/
https://vcfa.edu/faculty-staff/silas-munro/


this compelling story of an underrecognized female scientist, Leavitt’s achievement, 
long subsumed under the headlining work of Edwin Hubble, receives its due spotlight. 

Anna Von Mertens received her MFA from the California College of the Arts and her BA 
from Brown University.

https://annavonmertens.com/


Smithsonian Announces Its 2021 
Artist Research Fellows 
July 27, 2021 News Release


The Smithsonian has awarded fellowships to 14 accomplished visual artists from an 
international pool of candidates as part of the 2021 Smithsonian Artist Research Fellowship 
Program. Over the course of a one- to two-month residency, each fellow will conduct research at 
Smithsonian museums and research centers to inform the development of innovative, cross-
disciplinary work.  
 
Artists are nominated by art curators, scholars and former fellows, and then selected by a panel 
of art experts. Over 100 artists from around the world have received Smithsonian Artist 
Research Fellowship Awards since the program began in 2007.  
 
The 2021 fellows and their projects will be: 

• Jananne Al-Ani (Based in the U.K.): Time Travelers 

During her fellowship at the Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Al-Ani will 
examine Islamic metalwork to inform an upcoming video installation. Her research will connect 
the history of military and political upheaval in the Middle East with the movement of peoples 
and material culture. 

• Diana Al-Hadid (Based in the U.S.)      

Al-Hadid will study the artists, materials and cultural contexts of the Islamic Golden Age. 
Inspired by the miniaturist techniques found in Islamic illuminated manuscripts, Al-Hadid’s 
research at the Freer Gallery of Art will inform the creation of large-scale sculptural works. 

• Shiraz Bayjoo (Based in the U.K. and Mauritius): The Coral Continent: 
Language and Fluidity on the Swahili Coast 



Bayjoo’s research at the National Museum of African Art and the Freer Gallery of Art will focus 
on the Swahili Coast and Zanzibar as sites for cultural exchange. By examining the region’s trade 
between the 16th and 20th centuries, Bayjoo will reposition the area as a powerful intersection 
of culture, ideas and people. 

• Milagros de la Torre (Based in the U.S.): Patterns and Diagrams: The Face 
as an Experiment 

De la Torre will study the history of visualizing, manipulating and programming the human face 
at the National Portrait Gallery. Through her research, de la Torre will explore the relationship 
between depictions of the face and the sociopolitical contexts producing them. 

• Theo Eshetu (Based in Germany): Fragile Languages 

Influenced by themes of fragility and mortality, Eshetu will study the origin of cultures at the 
National Museum of African Art. Eshetu’s work will examine language loss and the resulting 
decay of cultural and ideological diversity. 

• Mariam Ghani (Based in the U.S.): Dis-Ease 

In a cross-disciplinary approach, Ghani will investigate the “war on disease” at the Natural 
Museum of Natural History. Ghani’s research will support a full-length documentary exploring 
the history, philosophy and culture surrounding infectious diseases. 

• Autumn Knight (Based in the U.S.): Humor and Radical Resistance 

Knight, an interdisciplinary artist, will study humor as a critical aspect of Black American social 
and personal development at the National Portrait Gallery. Her investigation of resistance 
through satire and coded language will inform her work at the intersection of Blackness, politics 
and humor.  

• Natalia Lassalle-Morillo (Based in Puerto Rico and the U.S.): Cómo desde la 
ausencia, imaginamos la distancia (How from absence, we imagine 
distance) 

Lassalle-Morillo will study ceremonial objects of Haitian Voudoun and Arawak Taíno origin at 
the National Museum of the American Indian and the National Museum of Natural History. By 
examining ceremonial objects specific to the Caribbean, Lassalle-Morillo will deepen an 
understanding of Puerto Rican history and spiritual cosmology. 

• Reynier Leyva Novo (Based in Cuba): Homeland, Death and Sugar. The 
slave trade from the Caribbean to the United States of America 

Building on a project developed for the 2019 XIII Havana Biennial, Leyva Novo will expand his 
study of historic materials of the U.S. slave trade at the National Museum of African American 
History and Culture. 

• Matthew Mazzotta (Based in the U.S.): If people can sit together, they can 
dream together: Examining metamorphosing furniture at the Cooper 
Hewitt 

As an artist concerned with urbanism and the built environment, Mazzotta will research the 
chair as a space for community gathering. Mazzotta’s research with Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian 
Design Museum will inform public artworks that blur the line between seating and architecture. 

• Jefferson Pinder (Based in the U.S.): Black Nostalgia, Black Joy 



Pinder will delve into archival films and materials documenting the everyday lives of Black 
Americans at the National Museum of African American History and Culture. Pinder’s research 
will support a video artwork celebrating Black joy. 

• Rodrigo Valenzuela (Based in the U.S.): The Unwaged 

Valenzuela will investigate the history of labor at the National Museum of American History. 
Inspired by the museum’s photographic archives, Valenzuela will ultimately create an 
experimental series reflecting the stress generated by unpaid labor and the decline of collective 
bargaining rights. 

• Sara VanDerBeek (Based in the U.S.): Future Variations 

Drawing from resources at the Archives of American Art, VanDerBeek will explore historical 
materials related to the seminal 1965 performance piece, “Variations V.” Looking ahead to a 
restaging of the original work, VanDerBeek will examine the role of documentation and 
interpretation when modifying an ephemeral work from the past. 

• Anna Von Mertens (Based in the U.S.): Structuring the Light: The Story of 
Dark Matter 

Von Mertens will study how dark matter structures the cosmos with the Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory. As a conceptual textile artist, Von Mertens’s work will explore the 
patterns formed between art and science. 



January 7,
2020

Behind the Radcliffe Wave, Creative Inspiration
radcliffe.harvard.edu/news/in-news/behind-radcliffe-wave-creative-inspiration

Joao Alves speaking at Radcliffe about the
rise of the Milky Way. Photo by Kevin
Grady/Radcliffe Institute
One and a half million kilometers from Earth,
the Gaia space observatory is carefully
plotting the position, brightness, distance,
and motion of a billion stars, giving us a new
way of seeing and knowing our galaxy. Far
from the glare and pull of our planet, its gaze
is helping scientists redraw the map of the
Milky Way and revealing giants hidden in
plain sight.

In a practical sense, the cornucopia of data
flowing from Gaia is what motivated João
Alves, a professor at the University of Vienna,
to apply for a fellowship at Radcliffe, where he could collaborate more easily with fellow
astronomers at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics. But a year at the Institute
is about finding inspiration outside your comfort zone. At Radcliffe, it was the visual arts
that ignited Alves’s imagination and guided him to a new astronomical discovery.

“I came to Radcliffe to make a map of the galaxy, but I found many things I didn’t
know I was looking for,” said Alves, who was the 2018–2019 Edward, Frances, and Shirley
B. Daniels Fellow. “When I first arrived, I attended an exhibition of Anna Von Mertens’s work.
She was talking about how the women ‘computers’ [at Harvard] had opened up the universe
by measuring distances in the galaxy—a story astronomers know well. But she was telling
this story with a quilt, which had these trails of stars. It brought me right back to when I was
six, when I first saw those long-exposure images of stars going over the horizon and leaving
trails.

“I got to meet the artist, and we started talking more and more, looking together at the
scientific astronomical images I was working with. What blew my mind was how differently
she looked at the image. She would talk about how the universe opens up, and ask all these
questions no one else would ask. I realized that if I started thinking like a visual artist, I could
see much more in my own work. That was a very important moment.”
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https://www.radcliffe.harvard.edu/news/in-news/behind-radcliffe-wave-creative-inspiration
https://sci.esa.int/web/gaia
https://www.joaoalves.org/
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2018/12/at-radcliffe-an-exhibit-that-stitches-together-the-stars/


As Alves and his colleagues worked on drafting a new map of the stars, they were drawn to a
particular set of dust clouds—star-forming regions—in the Milky Way. The scientists
explored whether these clouds might be connected, perhaps in a ramp shape between
Orion and the Milky Way plane. But as he thought about it, Alves kept returning to the
stitching Von Mertens used in her work. Looking at the galaxy through the eyes of an artist,
he wondered whether the ramp might be something more: an arc, a wave, or even a series
of waves and ripples, just like a stitch on the Milky Way plane.

Harvard GSAS student Catherine Zucker was at the heart of the collaboration, working with
Alyssa Goodman, an astronomer and a faculty codirector of Radcliffe’s science program, to
expand statistical tools so that they could crunch the immense data set from Gaia.

The team’s discovery of the “Radcliffe Wave,” with Alves as lead author, was published in
Nature on Tuesday. The findings provide a new 3-D map of our galactic neighborhood, giving
scientists a revised view of the Milky Way and opening the door to other major discoveries.

Radcliffe Wave data superimposed on artist's rendering of Milky Way galaxy, taken from the
Worldwide Telescope. Image courtesy of Alyssa Goodman, Harvard University
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https://catherinezucker.github.io/
https://scholar.harvard.edu/agoodman
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1874-z


“Catherine made this heroic effort to run a compute-intensive calculation and bang, it was
there,” said Alves. “An arc, right where we expected it to be. At a certain point, we were
finding clouds on the other side of the galactic plane that could match the giant galactic
stitch idea—but where was the link? The plane can be confusing, as too many clouds align
along the same line-of-sight. But with the idea of a galactic stitch, we kept searching and
found the linking clouds. The arc became a wave, and our view of the sun’s galactic
neighborhood changed. We are all so surprised—we’ve been sitting next to a giant for
millions of years, and never realized it.”

The research intersected perfectly with Von Mertens’s exhibition, which emerged from her
study of Harvard’s Astronomical Photographic Plate Collection at the invitation of Jennifer
Roberts, the Johnson-Kulukundis Family Faculty Director of the Arts at Radcliffe and
Elizabeth Cary Agassiz Professor of the Humanities in the Harvard Faculty of Arts and
Sciences. The glass plates are among the oldest recordings of the night sky, some dating
back to the mid-1800s.

“Henrietta’s work was about noticing,” said Von Mertens. “Seeing clearly is not as easy as it
sounds—we either don’t have the technology or we have a set belief in place that you have
to see against. So, the idea that seeing is the primary action of a scientist—that’s just like an
artist. Another thing João and I share is that we both use fundamental, elemental tools in
our work. For João that tool is parallax, the original way to measure distance to the stars,
only now he’s using it at a new volume. For me, it’s the simple element of the hand stitch or
the making of a mark. Through volume and repetition, it builds into something.”
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https://platestacks.cfa.harvard.edu/
https://haa.fas.harvard.edu/people/jennifer-roberts


Installation: The stars fading from view on the morning of Henrietta Leavitt's birth, July 4,
1868, Lancaster, Massachusetts; The stars returning into view on the evening of Henrietta
Leavitt's death, December 12, 1921, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2018, hand-stitched cotton,
each 54 x 100 in. Courtesy of Anna Von Mertens and Elizabeth Leach Gallery

“Astronomers should learn from visual artists,” said Alves. “We’re trained in ways that are
optimized for instrumentation and technology, and that can narrow our horizons. By
collaborating with artists, whether it’s music, textiles, or poetry, we have still another new
way of seeing the universe.”

For both the artist and the astrophysicist, their time at Radcliffe—a chance to share ideas
with people in science, art, and humanities—was a defining experience.

“What I loved about it was the first time we set up a meeting there wasn’t an agenda—it was
just exploratory,” said Von Mertens. “We met several times throughout the year without
having a set idea of what we were going to get at. That feeling was particular to Radcliffe.”

“You never know where inspiration will come from,” said Alves. “If I had stayed in my usual
place in Vienna, we would have found little connections here and there, and I would have
been content with finding an arc. Instead, I started to see things I wouldn’t have looked for,
and we discovered the Radcliffe Wave.”
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Cosmic images, captured in quilts at Harvard

exhibit ‘Measure’

By Cate McQuaid

GLOBE CORRESPONDENT   JANUARY 09,  2019

Art

CAMBRIDGE — Anna Von Mertens stitches patterns of

stars and galaxies into quilts, charting their movement

with astronomical software. Invited to exhibit at the

Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study at Harvard

University, she went to the Harvard College Observatory

to study the “computers” — women who, in the late 19th

and early 20th centuries, scrutinized more than 500,000

glass-plate astronomical photographs.

Among them was Henrietta Swan Leavitt, whose life and

work Von Mertens celebrates in her remarkable show,

“Measure.” Poring over astral images and leaving inky

notations on the glass plates, Leavitt devised the first

method for measuring distances to far-away stars and

galaxies, paving the way for astronomers to better

comprehend the universe.

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST AND

ELIZABETH LEACH GALLERY

Detail of a quilt by Anna Von Mertens
depicting stars fading from view on the
morning of Henrietta Leavitt’s birth.

ADVERTISING



July 9, 2018

Art & Life with Anna Von Mertens
bostonvoyager.com/interview/art-life-anna-von-mertens

Today we’d like to introduce you to Anna Von Mertens.

Anna, please kick things off for us by telling us about yourself and your
journey so far.
I’ve wanted to be an artist since the first grade. I studied visual arts in college, but it was in
my final year when it all clicked into place. I made a traditional patchwork quilt on a whim
(it was two-dollar dress day at the Salvation Army which provided the fabric for my
project) and the experience of using those materials, thinking about how the context and
history of quilt making could shape and form my work…I was hooked. The intimacy of the
medium, and the ability for an object to carry a story forward felt like the best way to
support my conceptual practice.
Whether taking the form of drawing or sewing, as I invest time in the work, building the
work line by line, stitch by stitch, meaning builds from there.

Can you give our readers some background on your art?
I seek out systems of knowledge that provide an avenue to help us understand the world
around us. I have mapped the stars over violent moments in American history and stitched
the tree ring growth patterns of ancient trees during the fall of the Roman empire. In
recent work I have looked at emojis, a system of meaning we are actively shaping
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http://bostonvoyager.com/interview/art-life-anna-von-mertens/


collectively and individually. By carefully hand-drawing a text chain between two people a
different kind of meaning surfaces underneath the slickness of our screens.
For my current project at Harvard’s Radcliffe Institute I am celebrating the group of all
women “computers” at the turn of the 19th century who analyzed glass plate photographs
of the night sky and made foundational astronomical discoveries.
I enjoy navigating these territories, both contemporary and historical, to see what
connections can be made, how individual voices surface and how we build meaning as a
whole.

What would you recommend to an artist new to the city, or to art, in terms of
meeting and connecting with other artists and creatives?
I love being alone in my studio! My studio in Harrisville in the central historic mill building
(a connection of textiles over the centuries!) is a joy to be in. That said, conversations
between artists are important. Seeing as much work as you can (Boston has so many great
institutions for outstanding exhibitions) or a road trip to Mass MoCA or NYC is a great way
to get inspired and engage with ideas. I recommend just connecting with what you love,
whatever piques your interest. Conversations can happen just telling friends and fellow
makers what you are up to, but conversations can happen reaching out to artists wherever
they might live. Ideas and passions will always bring us together.

What’s the best way for someone to check out your work and provide support?
My work will be part of exhibitions at Wayne State University and San Juan Island
National Historic Park, but locally in New England my exhibition at Harvard’s Radcliffe
Institute will open November 8th and run November 9th, 2018 through January 19, 2019

Website: www.annavonmertens.com
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Image Credit:
Annie Card (photo of me with emoji drawings and two installation shots of emoji
drawings) Don Tuttle (any individual stitched works and details) Dan Kvitka (installation
shot of four black stitched works).

Getting in touch: BostonVoyager is built on recommendations from the community; it’s
how we uncover hidden gems, so if you know someone who deserves recognition please let
us know here.
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The Art of Sewing Science Into Beautiful Quilts
By Nick Stockton	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 09.10.14

Anna Von Mertens, Anasazi 12th century migration, 2013, hand-stitched cotton, 55” diameter

Thirteen years ago, when American Airlines Flight 11 collided with the North Tower of the 
World Trade Center, no one could see the stars. But the stars were there, and the pattern above is 
what they would have looked like rotating behind the daylight, smoke, and fire. Anna Von 
Mertens stitched this piece shortly after the attacks, as a way to come to grips with what had 
happened.

“I had this background in mapping, and the most existential form of mapping is looking up at the 
stars and knowing where we fit in the giant puzzle of things,” she said. A friend showed her some 
software that modeled the stars from any time and place on earth, and she set about 
memorializing 9/11.

http://www.wired.com/author/nick-stockton/
http://www.wired.com/author/nick-stockton/


Von Mertens is an artist who explores humanity’s highs and lows. And while needle, thread and 
fabric are her medium, she typically finds some scientific phenomena that helps her translate how 
she feels about an event or subject. The September 11th piece was part of a series of time-
lapsed stars over a series of American tragedies. She’s also knitted tree rings to examine drought 
and empires, a nuclear blast to represent the media’s lack of subtlety in politics, and a black hole 
to describe her relationship to the East Coast, among other works.

Von Mertens started her art career in more traditional mediums like painting and illustration, 
making quilts in her free time. Eventually, she saw quilting as a better way to represent her ideas. 
She approaches each piece methodically, beginning with intense research into her topic. She says 
she doesn’t start out seeking a scientific angle, but usually finds science offers a compelling 
tableau.

She designs her first patterns on the computer, sometimes drafting them from scratch. Once that’s 
complete, she uses a projector to draw the pattern onto the fabric. “I transfer each line by hand, 
with chalk. I chalk out my stitch pattern onto the piece. If the piece happens to include color, I 
hand dye it too,” she said. During the long weeks she spends stitching, she tries to immerse 
herself in the topic of her work. For example, while she was stitching the movement of stars 
during the Tet Offensive, she watched a 17-hour documentary on the Vietnam War. She says that 
she typically works on only one piece at a time.

Recently, the scientific aspect of her work has gotten notice within the physics community, and 
she was asked to join a panel on artistic interpretations of science as part of the COSMO 2014 
physics conference at the University of Chicago. She says she was nervous to present her work 
in front of physicists, because she felt pressure to get the information correct. She says the 
physicists were interested and receptive to her work, and after the meeting, she laughed at her 
nervousness. “Artists and scientists are not that different,” she said. “We’re in our own little 
worlds grinding away at ideas.”

http://annavonmertens.com/
http://annavonmertens.com/
http://cosmo2014.uchicago.edu/
http://cosmo2014.uchicago.edu/
http://cosmo2014.uchicago.edu/
http://cosmo2014.uchicago.edu/


Gray Area/Ocean Currents. All of Von Mertens quilts are hand-stitched and hand-dyed. The pattern on this piece 
depicts the corkscrew feature of oceanic currents called the Ekman Spiral.



Von Mertens develops her patterns using computer software, traces them onto the fabric using chalk, then spends 
weeks to months hand-stitching them. Here is the computer detail for the Ekman Spiral stitch.



Aurora. Von Merten's most recent work is all-dyed fabric representing the Aurora borealis. "I am interested in the 
structure of this phenomenon, how different colors manifest at different altitudes and with different elements," she 
said.

Black and White. The stitching on these quilts show different views of a nuclear bomb blast. The black is a side view, 
while the white is from the top.



Black and White (Black). A detail of the energy pattern from a nuclear explosion.



Von Mertens sometimes uses scientific phenomena to explore her own relationships to places or events. In West, she 
stitched the Big Bang over sunset colors to represent California's vivid energy. The pattern on East, the quilt at the 
top, uses a black hole to represent introversion.



Palette (Arkanoid). Von Mertens translated the color palette and pixellation from the 80s video game Arkanoid into a 
traditional patchwork pattern. Look closely, and the needlework shows circuitry.



Anasazi 12th century migration. After reading a study describing how drought cycles—recorded in tree rings—
correlate to human historic events, Von Mertens embarked on a series exploring how the lives of various human 
empires correlated with the lives of trees that lived in the same places and times.

Anasazi 12th century migration, detail. Von Mertens' stitching perfectly matches the trees ring pattern, while the 
thread color—from white to gray to black—signifies the health of the human civilization. "The Anasazi had a rolling 
cycle of droughts, and it was years before their settlements were truly abandoned," she said.
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